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Commonly confused words esl worksheet

Quality ESL grammar spreadsheets, quizzes and games - from A to Z - for teachers &amp; learns OFTEN CONFUSED WORDS Grammar Worksheet Often Confused Words 1 Use the correct words to complete sentences. Answer Key on page 2Level: IntermediateTime: About 15 minutes Download the PDF file by clicking on the yellow
button below! ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS Consider expanding this exercise by asking your students to compare their answers by reading them aloud in pairs or small groups. (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Select as or for each sentence. Grade Level:Grades K-12, Kindergarten &amp; 1st GradeCCSS Code (s): L.1.1 Select will or will to complete
each sentence. Grade Level: Grades 2 and 3, Grades K-12, Kindergarten &amp; Grade 1:L.1.1, L.2.1 Complete the sentences below using the desired form. Grade 2 and Grade 3, Grades K-12, Kindergarten &amp; Grade 1CCSS Code(s): L.1.1, L.2.1 Select can, may, may or may complete each sentence. Grade Level: Grades 2 and 3,
Class K-12CCSS Code (s): L.2.1, L.3.1 Choose to lie, set or set to complete each sentence. Grade Level: Grades 2 and 3, Class K-12CCSS Code (s): L.2.1, L.3.1 Choose to sit, sit or set to complete each sentence. Grade Level: Grades 2 and 3, Code K-12CCSS(s): L.2.1, L.3.1 Choose to increase, increase, increase or raise to complete
each sentence. Grade Level: Grade 2 and Grade 3, Grade K-12CCSS Code (s): L.2.1, L.3.1 They are, theirs and have been the focus of this spreadsheet. Grade level: Grades 2 and 3, 4 and 5, K-12CCSS Code(s) class(s): L.2.2.C, L.4.1.G This worksheet has words that are often abused, its and its. Grade Level: Grades 2 and 3, Grades
4 and 5, Class K-12CCSS Code (s): L.2.2.C, L.4.1.G Apostrophes make all the difference in this spreadsheet on your and yours.. Grade Level: Grades 2 and 3, Grades 4 and 5, Code K-12CCSS(s): L.2.2.2.C, L.4.1.G Your students will work using the words that are and we in sentences. Grade Level: Grades 4 and 5, Class K-12CCSS
Code (s): L.4.1.G This is a spreadsheet on bear and bare coy. Grade Level: Grades 4 and 5, Code K-12CCSS(s): L.4.1.G Let's work on breathing and breathing! Grade Level: Grades 4 and 5, K-12CCSS Code Class (s): L.4.1.G There's a lot to know when you're at school, and this printable spreadsheet will help your students allocate
enough time to figure it out! Grade Level:Grades 4 and 5, K-12CCSS Class Code(s): Does L.4.1.G accept or exclude? Words can be confusing, but this printable spreadsheet helps understand these two words. Grade Level: Grades 4 and 5, K-12CCSS Code(s): L.4.1.G Helps your students determine whether to use influence. A printable
spreadsheet gives them sentences to complete using the correct word. And it's free! Grade Level: Grades 4 and 5, Class K-12CCSS Code (s): L.4.1.G Common core standards can be a little simpler when you use this free printable spreadsheet to learn the difference between help and assistant. Grade level:4th and 5th Class K-12CCSS
Code (s): L.4.1.G Read aloud is not allowed in the library! Print out this free spreadsheet and see if I've used it aloud and allowed correctly! Grade Level: Grades 4 and 5, Grade K-12CCSS Code (s): L.4.1.G Sometimes you have to change your mind and what better than this free spreadsheet? Print it out and complete the sentence using
the correct form of change and altar. Grade Level: Grades 4 and 5, Class K-12CCSS Code (s): L.4.1.G Sometimes it helps to rest and consider a printable spreadsheet for free to figure out when to use the brakes or breaks. Grade Level:Grades 4 and 5, Class K-12CCSS Code:L.4.1.G Loading Page. Wait. Some words are easy to mix,
but these often confused spreadsheets can help. Here, you'll find an easy-to-confuse word spreadsheet for early learns and a spreadsheet for more advanced learning people. There is an explanation of words that are often confused before each printable spreadsheet and the answer provided in the PDF file. Level 1 spreadsheets include
some often confused words that young readers and writers may encounter. Go through the concepts first, and then use spreadsheets to help students understand. To download spreadsheets and answers, just click on the PDF. Click Images to view and download a PDF You'll see the following concepts on the Level 1: Two versus Over
Two worksheets as some. To mean towards. Too mean well, much, or very. Their confrontation with The They showed possession. It's a place. They are a contraction for them to be. I vs. MeI is a topic word. Me is an object word. Who vs. aiWho is the subject word. Who is an object daim word. Less than Less means a smaller number.
Less is a smaller amount. Compared to it its ownit's possession shows is a contraction for it to be. Your vs. You are your own show. You are a contraction for you are. Can vs. MayCan shows possibilities. May showed permission. Lead versus Led Lead is a metal and a word for others to follow. Led is the past tense form of lead phrase.
By compared to Buy versus Bye By means near or next. Buying means to buy. Bye is a shortened form of goodbye. Influence vs. Effect Spreadsheet Level 2 includes some often confused words that more advanced readers and writers can see in their work. Include concepts first, and then use spreadsheets to help students practice their
skills. Clicking on a PDF to download this printable worksheet of words is often mistaken for more advanced readers. Click Picture to View and Download PDF This worksheet includes more advanced words that may be confused. You'll see the following concepts:Acceptance vs. Acceptance means acceptance. Except that means leaving
a group or taking away. Influence effect Is a phrase that means influence. The effect is a result of nodly meaning. The capital versus capitol capital is the headquarters of the government. The Capitol is the building where the legislature meets. Compliments vs. Supplements something nice. Supplementation is something that completes or
fits something else. The Council vs. Council Lawyers is a group that make decisions together. Advice is a phrase that means consulting. Descent vs Dissent Descent means a decline. Disagreement means disagreeing or protesting. Lose vs Loose Lose means don't win or you can't find something. Loose means spacious or un restrained.
Previous versus Previous Conduct means coming first. Proceeding means continuing or moving forward. Principal vs. Principal Principle means person or department key. Principle means a fundamental truth. Office space vs. office space is meant to stand still. Office paper means to write on. Use these spreadsheets to give students
more practice with often confused words and help them avoid embarrassing grammar mistakes in their speeches and writing. Many of these examples are in the top 10 abused words, so if students can master their proper usage, they will go ahead. B.A. English Prev &lt; 1 2 3... 4 &gt; Next B2Commonly confused words30 mins Efficiently
and efficiently. These are two of the most confusing words in English and are often misused by students. In our spreadsheet, we focus on words that are often confused in English to show students how they should be used. This additional spreadsheet includes 3 activities in which students will study 16 pairs of confusing words, nonies,
anolym and phus. If you want to add some more, check out the list of confusing words overseen by Cambridge Dictionary.WHICH IS WHICHIn the first task, students get confusing pairs of words, for example, effect and influence, enhancement and increase, briefly and concisely, etc. They also receive two sentences in each point. Their
task is to complete sentences with the correct words from the pairs. There are eight pairs of such confusing words. In the second exercise, students read each point and they must choose which sentence is right and which is wrong. To give you an example of it, look at the sentence below: Alex knows his limitations. He was aware of his
limitations. He was a very dedicated man. WRITEThe spreadsheet ends with a short write task. Students should select five bold words from un selected sentences in the previous exercise and write sentences with each word they have chosen. RELATED LESSON PLAN This spreadsheet works well with our lesson plan: How to be more
efficient at workWORKSHEETS + E-LESSON PLAN (for online teaching) Read this information before becoming a Sponsor! Do you like this lesson plan/post? plan/post?
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